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Field Services & Facilities are massive ExAM use case and often involve 
managing the materials needed to service downstream customers. 

Our Asset & Inventory extension for ExAM makes it easy to keep track of 
the materials you need tosupport the work order management and field 
services use cases you have in the field today. 

Our Asset & Inventory management app makes it easy to take a simplified 
approach to managing inventory but can be scaled in order to provide 
comprehensive coverage of inventory transactions and locations.

Founded in 2011, Millsapps, Ballinger & Associates is committed 
to connecting our customers’ missions to meaningful outcomes 
through technology. Industry-leading products and platforms 
like ExAM4Enterprise, ExAM4Inspections, and ExAMRV empower 
enterprises to gather, manage, and assess their data as it flows 
through business processes inside and outside of their organization.

Understanding ExAM
ExAM stands for Extensible Assessment Manager which leverages Assess Anything technology to extract the 
most out of data collections and simplify business processes across a wide variety of use cases in industry 
and government with in Salesforce. ExAM’s inspection, audit, compliance & data collection capabilities help 
organizations perform inspections, assessments and complex surveys.

Asset Line Items
Details matter. We help you manage 
down to the serial number level if  
you need it.

Asset Stores
These “stores” are the types of 
assets you manage everyday at a 
particular location. 

Actionable Insight
Understand inventory levels and  
costs at a glance, at the location  
level and the enterprise.

Shopping Lists
Easily build lists of what you need  
to support work orders and  
services, get them approved and 
process transactions.

Scalable & Secure
Powered by Salesforce and available 
on the AppExchange.

Asset Transactions
Items move locations, get installed 
and removed. Know what, when, 
where and how much with ease.


